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g-smart
You can have all control from your mobile phone with
absolute reliability.
G-Smart communicates with you through short messages
SMS, accepting orders, confirming its reception and, warning
wherever you were, any eventuality.
These are some advantages and applications of GSmart:
As alarm transmitter, it has 4 alarm inputs that can be
programmed as alarm system for warning of any event
through SMS .
Can be programmed 4 different alarm events , and for each
one could be sent SMS messages to 4 different phone
numbers anywhere worldwide.
Uses:
alarm for cars ,
trucks and transport companies
alarms for caravanning ( in camping , garages , ... )
isolated country houses
yachts , boats ...etc.
Could be connected to this alarm inputs any sensor or
control system.
Any sensor could be connected to G-Smart, and in case of
reaching a certain level or happen some incidence, G-Smart
can be programmed for sending an informative SMS. At
the same time, through relays could be driven devices to
correct the failure.
Uses:
vending machines (failures, lack of any product, ... )
industrial freezers (control of temperature within the
established margins)
any kind of electrical device or machine.
G-Smart can function for remote connection /
disconnection. Relays
(2 to 8 ) can be connected to any remote electrical
device.
Do not hesitate to contact us for any question or
doubt over characteristics of new G-SMART,
functioning, installation, technology.....we will
be pleased in attend you .
You can contact us in the following email:
info@intelligent-systems.de or in the telephone
+49 2832 50 53 090

Uses:
irrigation or central heating in green house, enterprises
illumination in country houses
any electrical household (washing machine , automatic
irrigation, lights, central heating, . . . )
connection / disconnection of sirens , horns...
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This means that you, using short messages SMS, can drive
electrical devices remotely, and receive an SMS answer
confirming fulfilment of its orders
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